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High-speed atomic force microscopy has attracted much attention due to its unique capability
of visualizing nanoscale dynamic processes at a solid/liquid interface. However, its usability and
resolution have yet to be improved. As one of the solutions for this issue, here we present a design
of a high-speed Z-tip scanner with screw holding mechanism. We perform detailed comparison
between designs with different actuator size and screw arrangement by finite element analysis.
Based on the design giving the best performance, we have developed a Z tip scanner and measured
its performance. The measured frequency response of the scanner shows a flat response up to
∼10 kHz. This high frequency response allows us to achieve wideband tip-sample distance reg-
ulation. We demonstrate the applicability of the scanner to high-speed atomic-resolution imaging
by visualizing atomic-scale calcite crystal dissolution process in water at 2 s/frame. © 2014 AIP
Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4904029]

There have been strong demands for nanoscale visual-
ization techniques in various research fields such as biology,
chemistry, physics, and industry. Atomic force microscopy
(AFM)1 has been a powerful tool for such nanoscale visual-
ization. AFM can be operated not only in liquid but also in air
and vacuum. It can be used for imaging insulating materials as
well as conductive ones. Owing to these unique capabilities,
AFM has been used in wide range of applications.

High-speed operation of AFM has been demanded for
imaging dynamic processes at solid/liquid interfaces. The en-
hancement of AFM operation speed requires improvement of
all the mechanical and electrical components constituting the
tip-sample distance regulation feedback loop. Among them, a
scanner is one of the most important components that strongly
influence the operation speed and usability of AFM. There-
fore, efforts have been made for enhancing the resonance fre-
quency of a scanner and reducing the cross talk between XY
and Z scanners.2–10 These previous developments are well
summarized in review articles.11, 12 Owing to these previous
works, high-speed AFM has been developed2,3, 13 and used
for visualizing various processes such as crystal growth13,14

and biological phenomena.15,16

In contrast, applications of high-speed AFM to atomic-
scale studies on interfacial phenomena have been very
limited.17,18 Atomic-resolution imaging imposes stringent re-
quirements on the design of a high-speed scanner and a high-
voltage amplifier (HVAMP) used for driving the scanner. In
our previous study,17 we presented a design of separate-type
high-speed scanner that consists of XY sample and Z tip scan-
ners. In addition, we presented the design of a wideband and
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a low noise HVAMP to achieve sufficient noise performance
to allow high-speed and high-resolution imaging.

In the previous work,17 we compared different cantilever
holding mechanisms using a screw, a plate spring, and glue.
The result showed that the screw holding mechanism gives the
best balance between the performance and the usability. How-
ever, the design variations of the Z tip scanner with a screw
holding mechanism were not considered to improve the per-
formance. For example, the dependence of the performance
on actuator size and screw arrangement has not been investi-
gated.

In this study, we investigate the performance of Z tip
scanners with different designs of a cantilever screw holding
mechanism. We investigate the dependence of the frequency
response and vibration modes of the scanner on the design by
finite element analysis (FEA). Based on the design giving the
best performance, we develop a scanner and experimentally
measure the performance. Finally, we demonstrate applica-
bility of the developed scanner to atomic-resolution imaging
by imaging calcite crystal dissolution process at 2 s/frame in
water.

FEA software (COMSOL Multiphysics, COMSOL) was
used for theoretical analysis of the frequency response and
vibration modes of the scanner. We used Young’s Modulus of
193 GPa, Poisson’s ratio of 0.25 and density of 7970 kg/m3

for modeling the scanner bodies made of SS316. For model-
ing the stack piezoactuators, we used density of 7500 kg/m3.
Coupling and elasticity matrices of them were determined
by measuring the displacement and resonance frequency of
a piezoactuator fixed to a large body. We measured frequency
response of the developed scanner by frequency response an-
alyzer (FRA5097, NF). We measured displacement of the Z
scanner by detecting the vibration of cantilever body attached
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(b) Design I with 3×3 actuator(a) Design I with 2×2 actuator

(c) Design II with 2×2 actuator (d) Design II with 3×3 actuator

Holder body

Actuator

Cantilever
stage

FIG. 1. Schematic models of the Z tip scanners with different designs of a
cantilever screw holding mechanism.

to the cantilever stage using a heterodyne laser displacement
sensor (ST-3761, IWATSU).

For AFM imaging, we used a home-built AFM system
with an ultralow noise cantilever deflection sensor.19–21 We
performed phase modulation AFM (PM-AFM) imaging of a
cleaved surface of a calcite crystal (Furuuchi Chemical) using
a cantilever with a spring constant of ∼85 N/m (AC55, Olym-
pus). We used the XY sample scanner and the HVAMP that we
previously developed.18 All the AFM experiments were per-
formed at room temperature in water.

Figure 1 shows schematic models of the Z tip scanners
with different cantilever screw holding mechanisms. These
designs are different in actuator size and screw arrangement.
The screw is laterally displaced from the cantilever position
in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) while vertically displaced in Figs. 1(c)
and 1(d). Here we refer to the former as Design I and the
latter as Design II. The actuator in Figs. 1(a) and 1(c) has a
smaller size (2 × 2 × 2 mm3) while the one in Figs. 1(b)
and 1(d) has a larger size (3 × 3 × 2 mm3). An actuator is
fixed to a holder body with glue. Then, a cantilever stage is
fixed on the actuator. A cantilever is sandwiched between the
cantilever stage and a metal plate spring. The plate spring is
fixed with a screw to the cantilever stage. All the metal parts
are made of stainless steel (SS316). The design I with a 3
× 3 actuator is the same design as we previously reported in
Ref. 17.

In Design II, we found that the design of the plate spring
is important. If we use a plate spring manufactured by bending
a metal plate with a uniform thickness, it is easily fatigued by
repeated use. In addition, the holding force is insufficient so
that spurious resonances appear in the low frequency range.
We found that this problem can be solved by using a precisely
machined metal plate with a variable thickness. This design
gives a sufficient holding force and allows repeated exchange
of cantilevers.

Figure 2 shows frequency response of the Z scanners with
different cantilever holding mechanisms calculated by FEA.
These curves show several peaks corresponding to the vibra-
tion modes of the scanners. Figure 3 shows the first four vibra-
tion modes (Modes 1–4) of the Z scanners calculated by FEA.
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(a) Design I with 2×2 actuator (b) Design I with 3×3 actuator 

(c) Design II with 2×2 actuator (d) Design II with 3×3 actuator

FIG. 2. Frequency responses of the Z scanners with different cantilever hold-
ing mechanisms obtained by FEA.

These vibration modes correspond to the peaks indicated by
the circles in Fig. 2.

For all the designs, the lowest frequency peak (Mode 1)
corresponds to the swinging motion of the actuator and the
cantilever stage. Thus, the frequency of this vibration mode
should determine the maximum frequency for driving the
scanner. The results show that the frequency of Mode 1 ob-
tained with the larger actuator (Figs. 1(b) and 1(d)) is higher
than that with the smaller actuator (Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)).

Due to the small width of the smaller actuator, the as-
pect ratio of the structure consisting of the actuator and the
cantilever stage is relatively high. This should account for the
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FIG. 3. Vibration modes of the Z tip scanners with different cantilever hold-
ing mechanisms obtained by FEA.
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(a) Z tip scanner (b) Z feedback regulation

FIG. 4. Frequency response of (a) the developed Z tip scanner and (b) Z
feedback regulation measured in contact-mode AFM.

lower resonance frequency observed for the scanner with the
smaller actuator.

The lowest frequency peaks of the curves in Figs. 2(b)
and 2(d) are found at 47 kHz and 40 kHz, respectively.
Although the result suggests that Design I provides slightly
higher resonance frequency, the difference is not significant.
In contrast, the magnitude of the peak is significantly differ-
ent between these two designs. The peak height in the curve
obtained by Design II is much lower than that in the curve
obtained by Design I. This is practically useful as it allows
a better compensation by the Q-control method for further
improvement of the frequency response.11 In Design I, the
cantilever stage is laterally protruded from the side of the
actuator. This should enhance the magnitude of the swinging
vibration. These results suggest that Design II with a 3 × 3 ac-
tuator should give the best performance among these designs.

Based on the analysis presented above, we have devel-
oped a Z tip scanner with Design II and a 3 × 3 actuator.
Figure 4(a) shows frequency response of the developed Z
tip scanner. The amplitude curve shows a broad peak from
40 kHz to 130 kHz. This frequency range agrees with the fre-
quencies of Modes 1–4 shown in Fig. 2(d) although they are
not separately observed.

Figure 4(b) shows frequency response of the tip-sample
distance regulation measured by contact-mode AFM. The
feedback gains are adjusted such that the bandwidth is maxi-
mized. The amplitude curve shows that −3 dB bandwidth of
the feedback regulation is ∼6 kHz. This is sufficient for per-
forming high-speed AFM imaging at a few seconds per frame
as demonstrated below.

Figure 5 shows snapshots of successive PM-AFM images
of calcite crystal dissolution process. In spite of the fast scan-
ning speed (2 s/frame), the images show atomic-scale con-
trasts with a periodicity of ∼0.5 nm. The images also show
that the movement of a step edge from the top to the bottom
of the image. The atomically sharp step edge is visualized in
the images, which demonstrates the true atomic resolution of
the PM-AFM imaging. The result demonstrates that the devel-
oped scanner is applicable to atomic-scale high-speed AFM
imaging in liquid.

In this study, we have compared the performance of high-
speed Z tip scanners with a screw cantilever holding mecha-
nism by FEA. Based on the results, we have developed a scan-
ner with the improved actuator size and screw arrangement.
In addition, we have demonstrated that the developed scan-

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 5. Snapshots of successive PM-AFM images of calcite crystal dissolu-
tion process in water: (a) 0 s, (b) 20 s, (c) 32 s, and (d) 40 s. Scan size: 20
× 20 nm2. Scan rate: 250 Hz. Imaging speed: 2 s/frame. Pixel size: 500
× 500 pix2. Tip velocity: 10 μm/s.

ner is applicable to high-speed atomic-resolution imaging in
liquid by visualizing calcite crystal dissolution process in real
time. This work has improved the understanding on the design
of high-speed atomic-resolution AFM for liquid-environment
applications.
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